
Images Needed for your Assessment

Instructions:

Please ensure the images are as clear as possible.  On the face, tongue and hand 
images, all pimples, scars, moles and wrinkles need to be clearly seen.  Regarding the 
sclera, all red veins, coloration, moles or marks need to be clearly seen.  

1. Take 2 up-close pictures of full front of face and neck (not smiling).  The first plain 
and the second with you squinting or frowning.  I know it sounds a little strange but 
please work with me.

2. Sides of face and head (ears included)

3. Topical picture of hairline of head.  Also a topical picture of the crown of your head, I 
need to see your scalp and density of your hair.   

4. Back of head and neck.

5. Full tongue.  Stick your tongue completely out the way you do when your dentist is 
examining your tongue; itʼs a perfect picture when I can see from the tip of your 
tongue to the back of your throat. 

6. Back and front of both hands

7. Fingernails.  I need to clearly see the surface and coloration of your nails.  Ladies no 
nail polish.

8. The sclera of both your eyes.  To better understand how to photograph your sclera, 
think of yourself as rolling your eye to look at 12, 3, 6 and 9 locations of a clock.:

1. So starting with your left eye, pull down your skin near your eye to completely 
expose the bottom of your eye.  Look all the way up, as if looking at 12 
oʼclock, hold and have someone take the picture.

2. Then repeat the same process as if looking at 3, 6 and 9 oʼclock, all the while 
holding open your eye by pulling up, down or widening your eyelid.  See 
examples below.

3. Then do the same with your right eye.  You should have a total of 4 images 
per eye.

Thatʼs it, youʼre all done.  Now either email or text the images to me as soon as 
possible.  See my contact information below.  Thank you!
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